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American minorities occupy very important status in the society. How to solve
the problem of ethnic higher education properly is a major issue of American
society .Ethnic higher education entrance preferential policies have been a direct
measure to get the minority enrollment increased, which has been the important
means to solve the problem of ethnic higher education by the US government.The
federal government announced the implementation of "Affirmative Action" in
1965,and ethnic minorities has been endowed the right of priority admission in the
field of higher education by special treatment under the same conditions in order to
ensure that minority occupies certain proportion in the number of students going to
college and promote diversification in the composition of the campus.Affirmative
Action was born in the 1960s, when the American civil rights movement is in the
flourishing stage, during the 50 years since it was settled ,the action has been faced
with operation by constant challenges ,even new-set actions. Especially in the 1980s,
college admission policy has been facing large adjustment. In some states of America,
the college admissions policy Affirmative Action” was overthrown,and the new
recruitment plan implementation.Since 1997 in California, Texas and Florida had a
repeal of Affirmative Action,and conducted a new act called Top X% Plan
instead,which hadan important impact on higher education entrance opportunities.
Actually,Top X% Plan didn't reach the guaranteed higher education opportunities
of the minority under the no racial overtones,and even appeared in a series of new
problems and contradictions.Since the new century,in the university of Michigan case
and fisher case,the Supreme Court made a decision for "the ethnic diversity of vital
interests", which has been a recovery trend of treating ethnic as a factor in
enrollment,even to carry out the Affirmative Action again.California with "SCA5" as
an opportunity to reconsider the race as one of admission standards, which has been a














the MCRI bill, which was an abolition of the state's affirmative action of Michigan in
2014.
Since the 1980s,after abolition and implementation of alternatives,Affirmative
Action seems to been restoring in SCA5 Bill.However, from MCRI, it is more and
more clear that the future of affirmative action in the United States is not optimistic.
Throughout the 80 s, the whole process of college admission policy mainly changed
from the abolition of the affirmative action into Top X% Plan, and then come into the
recovery trend of Affirmative Action.
In the 1980 s to the end of last century, college admissions policy changed from
affirmative action to abolish,and the implementation of the plan as an alternative was
Top X% Plan.At the beginning of new century, American colleges and universities
race of lawsuit and the verdict, and California SCA5 Bill and Michigan MRCI act
have a new impact on the recruitment plan——Top X% Plan.General characteristics
show Top X% Plan was in question and should be adjusted,however,Affirmative
Action got the signs of recovery.
Study of ethnic higher education entrance preferential policy,especially pay
attention to Affirmative Action in the past 50 years.It can not only gain a better
understanding of ethnic minorities in the new period, understanding and summarizing
the characteristics of the higher education entrance preferential policies, changes and
trends ,but also can find out the contradictions and problems that exist in the policy
implementation for American minorities about higher education.
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